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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A cold front is expected to move south across the Gulf today, stalling in the southern Gulf tomorrow. Winds will shift to 
northerly at moderate speeds as the front passes, but high pressure building in behind the front will likely increase winds to 
strong speeds, particularly in the western Gulf. Seas should stay moderate, but could become near-rough where winds are 
highest.  Strong storms are also possible along and ahead of the front, and rapid wind shifts may occur due to these storms. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The weather is expected to be active over the Gulf into next week. Feature 31L, a weak tropical low, is expected to interact 
with the front and deepen as an upper low approaches.  The surface low will move to the northeast, and is forecast to move 
inland Saturday over the north central coast. 25-35 knot winds are expected along and east of its path, mainly in central, north
central, and northeast sections from Friday into Sunday. Conditions should abate on Sunday, but will increase again from the 
west as the next cold front approaches. Southerly winds will increase to strong speeds ahead of the front, which should move 
off the Texas coast Monday and across the Gulf by Tuesday. Winds behind the front be northerly at strong speeds.  Seas will 
increase to rough levels as well, mainly after frontal passage. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart

Day 5 Surface Chart Day 6 Surface Chart

Day 2 Surface Chart

Day 3 Surface Chart Day 4 Surface Chart
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